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Jean-PaulSartrebelieved that consciousnessentails self-consciousness,
or, even more strongly, that consciousness is self-consciousness. As
KathleenWiderputs it in her terrificbook TheBodilyNatureofConsciousness: Sartreand ContemporaryPhilosophyof Mind, 'all consciousness is, by

its very nature, self-consciousness/1I share this view with Sartreand
have elsewhere argued for it at length.2My overall aim in this paper is
to examine Sartre'stheory of consciousnessagainst the backgroundof
the so-called 'higher-orderthought theory of consciousness' (the HOT
theory) which, in turn, will shed light on the structure of conscious
mental states as well as on Sartre'stheory of (self-) consciousness and
reflection.Anothergoal of this paper is, following Wider,to show how
Sartre'sviews canbe understoodfroma contemporaryanalyticperspective. Sartre'stheory of consciousnessis often confusing to the so-called
'analytic Anglo-American'tradition,but I attempt to show how this

1 Kathleen Wider, The BodilyNature of Consciousness:Sartreand ContemporaryPhiloso-

phyof Mind(Ithaca:CornellUniversityPress 1997),1. I will hereafterreferto this
bookas BNC.Wideralsoprovidesus with a very good sense of the traditionbehind
the view thatconsciousnessis self-consciousnessthroughan examinationof Descartes,Locke,and Kant,in ch. 1.

2 Rocco J. Gennaro, Consciousnessand Self-Consciousness:A Defenseof the Higher-Order

(Amsterdam:JohnBenjaminsPublishers1996).This
ThoughtTheoryofConsciousness
book will hereafterbe abbreviatedas CSC.
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obstaclecan be overcome against the backdropof a specific contemporarytheory of consciousness.
In Section I, I explain some key Sartreanterminologyand in Section
II, I introducethe HOTtheory.SectionIIIis where I argue for the close
connectionbetween Sartre'stheoryand a somewhatmodifiedversionof
the HOTtheory.Thatsectionof the paperis divided intofoursubsections
in which I also addressthe relevanceof Sartre'srejectionof the Freudian
unconscious and the threat of an infinite regress in his theory of consciousness. In Section IV, I critically examine what I call 'the unity
problem,' which has mainly been raised by Kathleen Wider against
Sartre.In light of SectionIII,I attemptto relievesome of Sartre'sdifficulties. In SectionV, I criticallyexaminea passage from BeingandNothingness3containing one of Sartre's main arguments for his belief that
consciousness entails self-consciousness. In Section VI, I show how
Sartreand the HOTtheorycan accommodateso-called T-thoughts'into
the structureof conscious mental states with the help of Wider'sview.
Finally,in SectionVII,I offer some concludingremarks.

I

Sartre'sTerminology and Basic Theory

' and
Sartredivides reality into what he calls I^eing-in-itself
'being-foritself.' Thein-itself(en-soi)refersto nonconsciouspartsof realitywhereas
the for-itself(pour-soi)refersto consciousnessand, more specifically,to
human self-consciousness.Being-in-itself'is what it is' (BN 29) whereas
the for-itself'is not what it is and is what it is not' (BN 120, 127).4The
'beingof consciousnessdoes not coincidewith itselfin a full equivalence'
(BN 120;cf. BN 153).The for-itselfis directed outside itself and is that
through which negation and nothingness enter the world. Following
Husserl,Sartreurges that 'all consciousness... is consciousnessof something' (BN 11,23). Thekey point here is the essentiallyintentionalaspect

3 Jean-PaulSartre,BeingandNothingness,Hazel E. Barnes,trans.(New York:PhilosophicalLibrary1956).All futurereferencesto this workwill be abbreviatedBN in
the textfollowedby the page number.Thepage referenceswill be to the paperback
edition.ThepassageI am referringto here is BN 11.
4 I will returnbrieflyto Sartre'spuzzling notionthatconsciousnessviolatesthe Law
of Identitylater,in SectionIV. On this topic, however, also see BNC43-53,150-4.
Fora good discussionof the for-itself/in-itself distinction,see JosephCatalano,A
Commentaryon Jean-Paul Sartre's Being and Nothingness (Chicago: University of

ChicagoPress1974),41-8.
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of consciousness.5When I am in a conscious mental state, it is directed
at or 'about'somethingelse.6
Sartre distinguishes between positional (or thetic) consciousness and
non-positional(or non-thetic)consciousness.Cumming tells us that 'an act

of consciousnessis "positional"or "thetic"when it assertsthe existence
of its object.'7Obviously related to the intentionalnature of consciousness, the idea is that when one's conscious attention is focused on
somethingelse, one 'posits'the existenceof an intentionalobject.On the
otherhand, one merely has 'non-positional'consciousnessof 'anything
that falls within one's field of awarenessbut to which one is not now
paying attention'(BNC41).Everyactof consciousness,Sartreeventually
argues,has both a positionaland non-positionalaspectin ways thatwill
(or
become clear later. Sartrealso distinguishes between pre-reflective
unreflectiveor non-reflective)consciousnessand reflectiveconsciousness.Suf-

fice it to say fornow thatthe formeris basicallyouter-directedconsciousness and the latter is inner-directed consciousness.8 Pre-reflective
consciousnessis what Sartreand commentators(withDescartesin mind)
refer to as the 'pre-reflectivecogito'whereas Sartre initially defines
reflectionas 'a consciousnesswhich posits a consciousness.'9

5 For much more on Sartreand intentionality,see Phyllis Sutton Morris,Sartre's
Conceptof a Person: An Analytic Approach(Amherst: University of Massachusetts

Press 1975). For more backgroundon Sartre and his predecessors (especially
4-13;and WilliamSchroeder,Sartre
Husserl),see BNC41-3;Catalano,Commentary,
and his Predecessors:TheSelfand the Other(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul 1984).

6 It is questionable,however, that all mentalstates are intentionalin this sense. For
example,painsarenot 'aboutanything/ Thereareno 'painsthatp' or 'painsabout
x/ On the otherhand,we mightof courseagreethatpainsarestill 'representational'
in some sense of the term,e.g. directedat a partof my body.
7 RobertDenoon Cumming,ThePhilosophy
of Jean-PaulSartre(New York:Random
House 1965),51n.
8 My understandingof the secondaryliteratureis that in her 'Keyto SpecialTerminology' at the end of BN, Hazel Barnesshould not have equatedpre-reflectiveor
unreflectiveconsciousnesswith non-theticor non-positionalself-consciousness.
Nor should she have equatedreflective consciousness with thetic or positional
self-consciousness.
9 Jean-PaulSartre,TheTranscendence
of theEgo,ForrestWilliamsand RobertKirkpatrick,trans.(New York:Hill and Wang 1957),62. All futurereferencesto this book
will be abbreviatedin the textas TEfollowedby the page number.It should alsobe
noted here that Sartredoes eventually distinguish between pure and impure
reflection,which I briefly addresslater in SectionIII.4.1 am primarilyconcerned
with purereflectionthroughoutthispaper,but thebasicdefinitionof reflectionfrom
TEis sufficientfor my immediatepurposes.
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With the above sketch of Sartreanconcepts in place, let us introduce
the HOTtheorybeforeexaminingSartre'stheoryin much greaterdetail.

II

The HOT Theory

In the absenceof any plausiblereductionistaccountof consciousnessin
nonmentalisticterms,the HOTtheorysays that the best explanationfor
what makes a mental state conscious is that it is accompaniedby a
thought (or awareness) that one is in that state.10The intuitive idea,
shared by Sartre,is that when one is in a conscious mental state one is
certainlyaware that one is in it. The sense of 'consciousstate' I have in
mind is the same as Nagel's sense, i.e. thereis 'somethingit is like to be
in thatstate'froma subjectiveor first-personpoint of view.11WhenI am,
for example,having a consciousvisual experience,thereis somethingit
'seems' or 'feels' like from my subjectiveperspective.But when a conscious mental state is a first-orderworld-directedstate the higher-order
thought (HOT) is not itself conscious; otherwise, circularityand an
infinite regress would follow. Moreover,when the HOT is itself conscious, thereis a yet higher-order(orthird-order)thoughtdirectedat the
which involves a
second-orderstate. In this case, we have introspection
conscious HOT directed at an inner state. When one introspects,one's
attentionis directedback into one's mind.
Forexample,what makesmy desireto write a good papera conscious
first-orderdesire is that there is a (nonconscious)HOT directed at the
desire.In such a case, my consciousfocus is directedat the paper.When
I introspectthat desire, however, I then have a consciousHOT directed
at the desire itself. Figure1 summarizesthe contrastbetween first-order
conscious states and introspectivestates on the standardHOTtheory.
I suggest thatself-consciousnessis simply having meta-psychological
or higher-orderthoughts,even when the HOTis not itself conscious.A
higher-orderthought is, of course,simply a thought directedat another
mentalstate.I have thereforearguedat lengthin CSCthatconsciousness
entails self-consciousness,but it is importantto note here that thereare
degrees or levels of self-consciousness,with introspectionas its more
complex form. Thus, all introspectioninvolves self-consciousness,but

10 See David Rosenthal,Two Concepts of Consciousness/ Philosophical
Studies49
(1986)329-59.1also defend the HOTtheoryat greatlengthin CSC.
11 ThomasNagel, 'Whatis it Liketo be a Bat?'Philosophical
Review83 (1974)435-50.
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Figure 1 . The HOTTheory of Consciousness
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not necessarilyvice versa. Some might still wonder why self-consciousnessneed not be consciousness
o/some thing.I offer two reasonshere:12
Few
(1)
(if any) philosophershold that self-consciousnessis literally
'consciousnessof a self/ especiallysince Hume observedthatwe arenot
aware of an unchanging or underlying self but only a succession of
mental states. Thus the 'ordinarymeaning' of 'self-consciousness'is
somewhatopen becausethe termdoes not wearits meaningon its sleeve.
We are somewhatfreeto stipulatea meaning,thoughnot of coursein an
of theEgo
entirely arbitrarilymanner.It is clear from TheTranscendence
that Sartreshares the view that there is no T or 'self standing behind
one's sequence of mental states. There 'is no ego "in" or "behind"
consciousness.'13
Thisis Sartre'swell-known rejectionof Husserl's'transcendental ego/ one of the two most important differencesbetween
Sartreand Husserl.14(2)Otherphilosophershave proposedeven weaker
definitionsof 'self-consciousness.'Forexample,Van Gulickholds thatit
While I
is simply the possession of meta-psychologicalinformation.15
believe that that notion is too weak, my point here is only that my
definition is not the weakest one in the literature.Owen Flanaganalso
recognizesa 'weaker'form of self-consciousnesswhen he says that 'all
subjectiveexperience is self-conscious in the weak sense that there is
somethingit is like for the subjectto have that experience.This involves
a sense that the experienceis the subject'sexperience,that it ... occursin
her stream.'16

12 See CSC17-18for severaladditionalreasons.
13 Thisis a quotationfromthe translator'sintroductionat TE21. On thispointsee also
andtheEgoin thePhilosophyof Sartre/
PhyllisBerdtKenevan,'Self-Consciousness
in ThePhilosophy
of Jean-PaulSartre,Paul Schilpp,ed. (LaSalle:Open CourtPress
1981),ch. 7.
14 Theothermajordifferenceis Sartre'srejectionof Husserl's'bracketing'of thebelief
in the existenceof outerphenomena.
15 Robert Van Gulick, 'A FunctionalistPlea for Self-Consciousness,'Philosophical
Review97 (1988)149-81.1arguethatVanGulick'snotionof self-consciousnessis too
weak in CSC147-51.
16 Owen Flanagan,Consciousness
Reconsidered
(Cambridge,MA:MITPress1992),194
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III

Sartre and the HOT Theory

1. An initial problem:Sartre'srejectionof the Freudian
unconscious.17

The HOT theoristasks:what makes a mental state a conscious mental
state?Thisis the fundamentalquestionthat should be answeredby any
theoryof consciousness.TheHOTtheorysays thatwhat makesa mental
state conscious is the presence of a suitable higher-orderthought directedat it.18This allows, or even presupposes,that therecan be unconscious mental states;that is, those mental states not accompaniedby a
HOT. However, Sartreexplicitly rejectsthe existence of the Freudian
unconscious,which would seem to rule out the existenceof first-order
nonconscious mental states. For example, Sartre says that 'pleasure
cannotexist "before"consciousnessof pleasure'(BN 14) and 'to believe
is to know thatone believes' (BN114).Indeed,this is preciselywhat leads
Sartreto address the problem of how so-called l?ad faith' (la mauvaise
foi) is possible without presupposingan unconsciouspart of the mind.
Sartrearguesthatpostulatingthe Freudianunconsciouswould not even
solve this paradox.Bad faith is basically 'lying to oneself and is commonly treatedas a form of self-deception.1In any case, Sartrewas not

17 In this sectionI will use the terms 'unconscious'and 'nonconscious'interchangeably.
18 Of course, a full answer to the question 'What makes a higher-orderthought
"suitable"?'would requirea lengthy digression that I cannot pursue here. One
condition,for example,is thatthe HOTmust be a momentaryor occurrentstateas
opposed to a dispositionalstate. See CSC chapters3 and 4 for my attempt at
answeringthe above question.Moreover,the terminologycan be a bit confusing.
Sometimesthe term'thought'is used as a generictermcoveringall kindsof mental
states,but it is also sometimescontrastedwith 'perception.'Forour purposes,we
canthinkof thehigher-orderstateas some kindof higher-orderawareness.SeeCSC
95-101for some discussionof this matter.
19 Thetopicof bad faithis a majorissue in its own rightthatI cannotaddresshere.For
a smallsampleof the literature,however,see RobertStone,'Sartreon BadFaithand
Sartre,PaulSchilpp,ed. (LaSalle:Open
ofJean-Paul
Authenticity,'in ThePhilosophy
CourtPress 1981),ch. 10;JeffreyGordon,'Bad Faith:A Dilemma,'Philosophy60
(1985)258-62;JosephCatalano,'SuccessfullyLyingto Oneself:A SartreanPerspective,' Philosophyand PhenomenologicalResearch50 (1990) 673-93; Ronald Santoni, Bad
Faith, GoodFaith, and Authenticity in Sartre'sEarly Philosophy(Philadelphia: Temple
University Press 1995); Yiwei Zheng, 'Ontology and Ethics in Sartre's Being and
Nothingness:On the Conditions of the Possibility of Bad Faith,' TheSouthernJournal
of Philosophy35 (1997) 265-87.
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attempting to answer the above question in a way that would easily
allow for unconsciousfirst-ordermental states.
Somecommentators,however,have questionedSartre'sblanketrejection of the unconsciousas apparentlyarticulatedin the sectiontitled'Bad
Faith' in BN. Phyllis Sutton Morris notes how many Sartrescholars
believe that Sartreeventuallycame to accept 'thattherewere "opaque"
elements in our psychic lives/20Even in BN, Morrispoints out that we
find the following strikingpassage:
the body is [the psyche's]substanceand its perpetualconditionof possibility....It
is this which is at the basis of the mechanisticand chemicalmetaphorswhich we
use to classify and to explain the events of the psyche....It is this, finally,which
motivates and to some degreejustifies psychologicaltheorieslike that of the unconscious,

problemslike thatof the preservationof memories.(BN444,emphasisadded)

We also find a surprisingpassage at BN 437 where Sartreseems to
endorse a belief in unconsciouspain when, for example,he writes, 'my
reading "absorbsme" and when I "forget"my pain (which does not
mean that it has disappearedsince if I happen to gain knowledge of it in
a later reflectiveact, it will be given as having always been there).'The
parentheticalremarkseems to suggest that the pain existed throughout
his reading,even when he was not conscious of it.
Othershave also argued that Sartreand Freudmay not have been as
far apart as is commonly believed. For example, Brown and Hausman
question Sartre'scommitment to the so-called 'translucencyof consciousness' in comparinghim to Freud.21Ivan Soil argues that even if
Sartrehas shown that Freud'spostulation of an unconscious region of
the mind does not resolve the paradox of bad faith, it does not follow
thatwe must thereforerejectthe notionof unconsciousmentalprocesses.
Soil explains,'even if the postulationof the unconsciousdoes not resolve
the paradoxof self-deception,it is quite clearthat it was not postulated
solely to resolve that paradox. Freud justified the postulation of the
unconsciousby claimingthat it helped to explainseveral sorts of otherwise incomprehensible human behavioral phenomena, such as ...

20 Phyllis Sutton Morris,'Sartreon the Self-Deceiver'sTranslucentConsciousness/
Journalof the BritishSocietyfor Phenomenology23 (1992) 103-19. The quotation is from

page 115,but also see her footnote28.

21 Lee Brownand Alan Hausman,'Mechanism,Intentionality,and the Unconscious:
A Comparisonof Sartreand Freud/ in ThePhilosophyof Jean-PaulSartre,Paul
Schilpp,ed. (LaSalle:Open CourtPress1981),ch. 23.
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dreams,memory, and various sorts of neurotic symptom formation/22
Partof Sartre'smotivationto rejectthe unconsciousno doubt also stems
fromhis (veryconscious!)desire to maintainhis well-known and somewhat radicalviews on freedomand responsibility.As Soil puts it, 'Sartre
also associatesthe postulationof a psychic unconsciouswith the introductioninto the psychic realmof causal relationshipsand the freedomthreatening thesis of causal determinism so dear to Freud and so
repugnantto him/23Itis certainlytruethatphilosophersunderstandably
tend to inferfroma materialisticcausaldeterminismto a lackof freedom
and responsibility,at least in the robust sense that Sartrehad in mind.
Of course, Sartrecould have instead argued that freedom enters the
picture only at the level of consciousmentality while admitting the
presenceof unconsciousmentalstatesdefinedin termsof functional/behavioral roles. However, it is clear that, rightly or wrongly, Sartre
believed that introducingan unconscious realm into his theory of consciousness would threatena belief in freedom. After all, the belief in
causallyactiveunconsciousmentalstatesis frequentlyused by determinists in responseto a wide varietyof argumentsfor freewill, such as the
well-known 'argument from deliberation'whereby we infer that we
reallycould have done otherwisefrom the first-personobservationthat
we frequently deliberate over choices and then seem to be able to
performmore than one actionat a given time.
In any case, despite some very realquestionsregardingSartre'sviews
on unconscious mentality, it still seems unwise to hold that Sartre's
position (especially in BN) can be made entirely consistent with this
aspectof the HOTtheory.24HOTtheoristsareunited in theirunequivocal
acceptanceof unconsciousmentalstates.Nonetheless,Sartrewas clearly
still concernedto analyze and explain the structureof consciousmental
states,and this is a desire he sharedwith HOTtheorists.I will hereafter
focus on this aspect of his theory.Even if one rejectsthe unconsciousin
some significantway, it still seems possibleto offeran informativeanalysis of conscious mental states. This is where I disagree with Rosenthal
when he arguesthatif we treatconsciousnessas an intrinsicpropertyof

22 Ivan Soil, 'Sartre'sRejectionof the FreudianUnconscious/ in ThePhilosophyof
Sartre,ch. 24, 586.Soil also arguesthat Sartreignoredor misunderstood
Jean-Paul
some of Freud'smoredevelopedviews.
23 IvanSoil, 'Sartre'sRejectionof the FreudianUnconscious/ 602
24 This is unlike, say, Leibnizwho unambiguouslybelieved in the unconsciousand
who also held a version of the HOTtheory,I argue in 'Leibnizon Consciousness
RoccoJ. Gennaroand
and Self-Consciousness/in New Essayson the Rationalists,
CharlesHuenemann,eds. (New York:OxfordUniversityPress1999).
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mentalstates,then consciousmentalstateswill be simple and unanalyzable.25Descartesis the primaryvillain in his criticismof the view that
consciousnessis intrinsicand essentialto mentality.Rosenthaldefinesan
'intrinsic'(as opposed to 'extrinsic')propertyas follows:P is an intrinsic
propertyof x if x's having P does notconsistin x bearingsome relationR
to something
else.26
even if consciousness
But,as Ihave arguedelsewhere,27
is an intrinsicpropertyof some or all mentalstates,it does not follow that
the such mentalstates are simple or unanalyzable.In essence,Rosenthal
has set up a false dilemma:eitheraccept the Cartesianview that mental
statesareessentiallyand intrinsicallyconscious(andso unanalyzable)or
accept his version of the HOT theory whereby consciousness, or the
so-called'consciousmakingproperty'(theHOT),is an extrinsicproperty
of mentalstates.Butthereis an informativethirdalternativethatI callthe
'wide intrinsicalityview' (WIV)andthatIwill argueis very closeto Sartre
theory.
The WIV,in contrastto Rosenthal'sversion of the HOT theory,says
thatfirst-orderconsciousmentalstatesarecomplexstatescontainingboth
a world-directedmental state and a (nonconscious)meta-psychological
Conscious states are thus individuated 'widely.' As
thought (MET).28
shown in figure2, this alternativeholds thatconsciousnessis an intrinsic
propertyof consciousstateswhile also providingan analysisof conscious
mentality.Moreover,contraRosenthal'scontention,such states are not
simple, but ratherare complex states with parts.On my view, the MET
is a self-consciousstate and so (like Sartre)even first-orderconscious
states are self-conscious.My conscious perceptionof the tree is accompanied by a (self-conscious)METwithin the very same complex conscious state. Now when I introspecton my perception, there is a
first-order mental state which is rendered conscious by a complex
involves two states:a lower-order
higher-orderstate.Thus,introspection

25 Rosenthal,Two Conceptsof Consciousness/330,340-8.See also David Rosenthal,
'A Theoryof Consciousness/ReportNo. 40 (1990)on MINDand BRAIN.Perspectives in TheoreticalPsychologyand the Philosophyof Mind (ZiF),Universityof
Bielefeld,22-4.A version of that paper is reprintedin TheNatureof Consciousness:
Debates,Ned Block,Owen Flanagan,andGuvenGuzeldere,eds. (CamPhilosophical
bridge,MA:MITPress1997),ch. 46.
26 Rosenthal,'A Theoryof Consciousness/21-2.
27 CSC21-4. 1 also show that Rosenthalmistakenlyargues that intrinsicalityentails
essentialityand thatextrinsicalityentailscontingency.
28 I will often use the expression 'meta-psychologicalthought' (MET)instead of
'higher-orderthought'(HOT)because,on my view, the consciousrenderingstate
is partof the first-orderconsciousstateand so is technicallynot 'higher-order/
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noncomplexmentalstatewhich is the objectof a higher-orderconscious
complex state (see figure 2). I believe that the WIV offers a neater and
simpleralternativeto the standardHOTtheory.
Therearea numberof advantagesto the WIVover Rosenthal'stheory.
I offertwo here:29
(1) The WIV can very simply accommodatethe intuitive belief that
consciousnessis an intrinsicproperty of mental states. From the firstperson point of view, consciousness certainlyseems to be an intrinsic
featureof mentalstates(e.g. ourvisual perceptions).Afterall, consciousness does not seem to be an extrinsicpropertylike l>eing to the left of.'
EvenRosenthalacknowledgesthatwe should tryto preservethisnatural
view if at all possible,30but then he rejectsit for the reasonsgiven above.
(2) The WIV also can explain the somewhat historicallyinfluential
view that conscious mental states are, in some sense, directedat themselves. Consciousmentalstates are 'reflexive'or 'self-referential.'Thisis
a view that Sartreheld (as we will see more clearlylaterin this section)
and it is also articulatedby Brentano,who believed thatconsciousmental
states are secondarilydirected at themselves.31Brentanodid not think
thatwe could distinguish,say, the mental act of perceivingsome object
from the mental act of thinking that one is perceiving that object.Of
course,strictlyspeaking,a conscious mental state is not self-referential
in the sense that it is directed back at itself. There is instead an inner
reflexivity within the complex conscious state such that the MET is
directedat a partof the stateof which it is part.In a similarway, Marjorie
Grene says on Sartre'sbehalf that 'consciousness,to be consciousness,
must be self-directedand self-contained.'32
I suppose it is open to Rosenthalto respond that what is reflexive is
the amalgamof the HOTand the target(i.e. lower-order)state.Perhaps
he could simply admit that, even on his version of the HOT theory,we
sometimesreferto thatamalgamas the 'consciousstate.'If this is meant
as a shift of position to the WIV,then such a reply would be welcome.
The problem for Rosenthal,however, is that such an admission seems
inconsistentwith much of what he says againstthe idea that consciousness is an intrinsicpropertyof consciousmentalstates.As we saw above,
his considered position is that consciousness is extrinsic to the target

29 I describefive advantagesin CSC26-30.
30 Rosenthal,Two Conceptsof Consciousness/331
31 FranzBrentano,Psychology
froman EmpiricalStandpoint(New York:Humanities
Press1973[1874])
32 MarjorieGrene,Sartre(New York:New Viewpoints1973),121
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Figure 2.
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state and he is frequentlyat great pains to demonstratethat Brentano's
view is mistaken.3
In any case, we can see that even if Sartredid not believe in nonconscious mental states, it is crucialto separatethat view from his analysis
of consciousness.Thereare two differentquestionshere:(1) Are mental
states essentiallyconscious?and (2) Are conscious mental states essentially self-conscious?It certainlyseems possible to hold that the answer
to (1) is yes while the answer to (2) is also yes. Most of us would answer
no to (1), but I would also answer yes to (2). It is clear, however, that
these questionsareindependentand an answerto one need not logically
lead us to any particularanswer to the other.So mentalstatesmight not
be essentiallyconscious,but conscious mental states can still be essentially self-conscious. In much of his discussion on bad faith, Sartre
himself seems to have been unnecessarilyconcernedthat answeringno
to (1) would cause problems for an affirmativeanswer to (2). This is
presumablywhat Widermeans when, in examiningpossible counterexamples to the thesis that consciousness entails self-consciousness,she
says she will bypass the centralcounterexampleSartrefocuses on in
[BN]- the Freudianunconscious' (BNC 93). It is not clear to me why
eitherSartreor Widerwould view the rejectionof the unconsciousas a
counterexampleto the thesis that conscious states are self-conscious.
Letus now proceedto anotheraspectof the HOTtheoryaddressedby
Sartre.

2. The infinite regress.

As I mentionedin SectionII,the HOTtheoristavoids definitionalcircularity and an infinite regress by explaining that the HOT is not itself

33 See also, for example, much of Rosenthal's argument in 'Thinking That one Thinks/
in Consciousness,Martin Davies and Glyn W. Humphreys, eds. (Oxford: Blackwell
1993), 197-223. Among other things, Rosenthal argues there that HOTs cannot be
intrinsic to the conscious state because it would seem almost contradictory to have,
for example, a doubt that it is raining but also an affirmative thought that I am in
such a state. In other words, the very same conscious state cannot have parts with
more than one mental attitude, e.g. doubting and affirming (assertoric). However,
it is unclear why this should be so and that there is really a problem here for the
WTV.In such a case, we would have a first-order conscious doubt directed at the
weather accompanied by a MET of the form T (nonconsciously but assertorically)
think that I am doubting it is raining/ The MET affirms the doubt and that
affirmation is what makes the lower-order doubt conscious. Thus the complex
conscious state is still a first-order world-directed conscious doubt, albeit with an
assertoric meta-psychological component.
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conscious when one has a first-orderconscious state. Otherwise, we
would be explaining consciousness by appealing to consciousness,
which is circular.Moreover,we would have an infiniteregressbecause
forevery consciousstatetherewould have to be a higher-orderconscious
state and so on ad infinitum.3*
So, for example,on the WIV,the METis a
nonconsciouspartof a first-orderconsciousmentalstate.Sartreinterestingly noticed a similar problem, but instead of straightforwardlyresponding in like manner,he firstsays the following in TE:
All reflecting consciousness is, indeed, in itself unreflected, and a new act of the
third degree is necessary in order to posit it. Moreover, there is no infinite regress
here, since a consciousness has no need at all of a reflecting consciousness in order
to be conscious of itself. It simply does not posit itself as an object. (TE 45)

And then in BN Sartreputs it as follows:
Either we stop at any one term of the series - the known, the knower known, the
knower known by the knower, etc. In this case the totality of the phenomenon falls
into the unknown; that is, we always bump up against a non-conscious reflection
and a final term. Or else we affirm the necessity of an infinite regress (ideaideaeideae,
etc.), which is absurd.... Are we obliged after all to introduce the law of this
[knower-known] dyad into consciousness? Consciousness of self is not dual. If we
wish to avoid an infinite regress, there must be an immediate, non-cognitive relation
of the self to itself. (BN 12)

Whatarewe to make of these passages?A full answerto this question
will not be entirely clear until the end of Section IV. However, to
anticipatesome of thatdiscussion,we can see thatin the TEquoteSartre
is first recognizing that when there is 'reflecting' (i.e. introspective)
consciousness, there must be 'a new act of the third degree.' This is
reminiscentof the HOT theorist'scontentionthat a third-orderstate is
necessary for introspection.But there is no infinite regress because 'a
consciousnesshas no need of a reflectingconsciousnessin order to be
conscious of itself which can be taken as meaning 'conscious mental
states need not have a reflective(or introspective)state directedat it in
order to be self-conscious.'The idea that a conscious mental state need
not be accompaniedby introspectionis certainlythe view of any HOT
theorist.One can, for example,have an outer directedconsciousmental
state of a table without being introspectively
conscious of one's own

34 For an example of this type of error, see Peter Carruthers, 'Brute Experience/ Journal
of Philosophy86 (1989) 258-69. See my reply to Carruthers in 'Brute Experience and
the Higher-Order Thought Theory of Consciousness/ PhilosophicalPapers22 (1993)
51-69.
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perception.Afterall, one's consciousattentioncannotbe directedboth at
the table and at one's own mental state.
However,Sartrestill must accountforthe non-positionalawarenessin
pre-reflectiveconsciousnessthatIdescribedbrieflyin SectionI.Forexample, Sartreholds that'everypositionalconsciousnessof an objectis at the
same time a non-positionalconsciousness of itself (BN 13). In the TE
passage, Sartreis making the point that such non-positionalconsciousness of itself 'does not posit itself as an object.'As I will arguein the next
subsection,this is tantamountto holding the WIVwhere the non-positional self-consciousnessis partof the consciousmental state.Such selfit is directedat,and this
consciousnessis notseparate
fromthe mentalstate
'
is why Sartresays thatit 'doesnotpositanobject. SodespiteSartre'sclaim
that all consciousness is consciousness of something, he is apparently
saying that,when it comes to such self-consciousness,it does not really
posit an object,or at least not a distinctobject.After all, he does call it
self-consciousness'(BN 26, emphasis added). This is also
'non-positional
why he uses the 'of [de]in parenthesesmerelyout of 'grammaticalnecessity' when speakingof suchnon-positionalself-consciousness(of)self.35
Similarly, in the BN quotation, Sartre avoids the regress by first
rejectingany separationbetween such self-consciousnessand the worlddirectedconscious state;that is, by rejectingthe 'knower-known'dyad.
Sartrethen makes it clear that a conscious state, and so self-consciousness, is 'not dual.' And so, again, 'if we wish to avoid an infiniteregress,
there must be an immediate,non-cognitiverelationof the self to itself
(BN 12). I will return to this last statement in Section IV, but we can
alreadysee how Sartreis trying to make room for some kind of metapsychologicalawarenesswhichis parto/each conscious mental state.
But why not just call such meta-psychologicalawareness a 'nonconscious thought (or awareness)'?Sartre'sreluctanceto call the 'non-positional awareness' in pre-reflective consciousness a 'nonconscious
thought' is perhaps partly due to his rejectionof the first-orderunconscious. However, I suggest that we must interpretSartreas logically
committedto the existenceof nonconsciousMETs.What else is a 'nonpositionalself-awareness'except some kind of nonconsciousmeta-psychologicalmental state?I cannotunderstandit any other way. Such an
awarenessis clearlya mentalstate of somekind.Indeed, this seems to be
the standard interpretationoffered by numerous commentators.For
example,ThomasBuschtells us that'unreflectiveconsciousnessintends
or posits an objectother than itself and is simultaneouslynon-position-

32-3;and BNC86-7and note 14.
35 See BN 14.Also see Catalano,Commentary,
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and Peter Caws explains that Sartreinsists on 'the
ally self-aware,'36
necessaryaccompanimentof every act of consciousnesswith a state of
unreflective self-awareness/37
Furthermore,either'non-positionalselfawareness'is conscious (which is absurdand would lead to the infinite
regress) or it is a nonconscious mental state of some kind (which is
thereforethe only viable alternative).One's consciousmind cannot be
directed bothat outer objectsand at one's own mind at the same time,
and so the non-positionalself-awarenessthataccompaniesone's pre-reflective (positional) consciousness of outer objects must be nonconscious.
3. Sartreand the WIV:
Additional textual and commentatorsupport.

To supportfurtherthe close connectionbetween Sartre'stheoryand the
WIV, let us look extensively at some primary texts and secondary
sources. My aim is to show that Sartreheld a view very much like the
WIV,though he used his own unique terminology.Figure3 is a side by
side comparisonof the two theories.
To remind us of Sartre's overall position, Hazel Barnes says the
following:
by nature all consciousness is self-consciousness.... When I am aware of a chair, I
am non-reflectively conscious of my awareness. But when I deliberately think of my
awareness, this is a totally new consciousness; and here only am I explicitly positing
my awareness or myself as an object of reflection. The pre-reflective cogito is a
non-positional self-consciousness. (BN xi)

As we have alreadyseen, this is in much the same spirit as the HOT
conscious
theory. Let us now first look at the structureof pre-reflective
mental states. RecallSartre'sclaim that 'every positionalconsciousness
of an objectis at the same time a non-positionalconsciousnessof itself
(BN 13). Catalano,for example, also explains, 'consciousnessis directly
an awareness of something other than itself and simultaneously and
indirectlyan awarenessof itself, as when we are absorbedin a book, we
are directly aware of reading and indirectlyaware of ourselvesas read-

36 Thomas W. Busch, 'Sartre's Use of the Reduction: Being and Nothingness Reconsidered/ in Jean-PaulSartre:ContemporaryApproachesto His Philosophy,Hugh Silverman
and Frederick Elliston, eds. (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press 1980), 19,
emphasis added
37 Peter Caws, Sartre(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul 1979), 55
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Figure 3.
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ing.'38And Morrissays that 'we are usually directlyawareof an [outer]
object,but not explicitlyof ourselvesbeing aware of (desiring,thinking
of, etc.) of that object/ Thus when our consciousnessis outer-directed
we arenot explicitly(i.e. reflectively)awareof the lower-orderstate,but
we are implicitly (i.e. non-positionally)aware of ourselvesbeing aware
of the outer object.Morrisalso explains that 'our most common conscious activities are prereflectiveor unreflective- not in the sense of
being thoughtless, but ratherin the sense of being explicitly directed
toward objectsother than ourselves and our actions....It is only when
someone takeshis own conscious activitiesas the objectof his attention
that he has begun to reflectin Sartre'ssense.'40
To bring this even closer to the WIV version of the HOT theory,
considerthe following passage:
The immediate [pre-reflective] consciousness which I have of perceiving does not
permit me either to judge [it].... It does not know my perception, does not posit it; all
that there is of intention in my actual consciousness is directed toward the outside,
toward the world. In turn, this spontaneous consciousness of my perception is
constitutive of my perceptive consciousness. (BN 12-13)

Similarly,Sartresays 'Consciousness(of) pleasure is constitutiveof the
pleasureas the very mode of its own existence'(BN 14,emphasisadded).
So Sartreis recognizing,as he did in avoiding the infinite regress,that
the non-positionalself-consciousnessis part of the lower-orderstate. It
is 'constitutive'of the first-orderconscious state.
Perhapseven more strikingis the following passage:
it is the very nature of consciousness to exist "in a circle".... We understand now
why the first consciousness of consciousness is not positional; it is because it is one
with the consciousness of which it is consciousness. (BN 13-4)

Looking at figure 3 one can see how this accords with pre-reflective
consciousness.The non-positional(self-)consciousnessis the 'firstconsciousnessof consciousness'and 'itis onewith theconsciousnessof which
it is conscious [i.e.the world-directedconsciousstate].'I believe thatthis
is what Sartremeantby saying thatconsciousnessexists 'in a circle.'
It is also clear that Sartreviews the non-positional self-awareness
within pre-reflectiveconsciousnessas a formof self-consciousness.Oth-

38 Catalano, Commentary,33
39 Morris, Sartre'sConceptof a Person, 31
40 Morris, 'Sartre on the Self-Deceiver's Translucent Consciousness/ 108
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erwise, he would not be able to claim that all consciousnessis self-consciousness. In the same way, on my view, the nonconsciousMETin a
world-directedconsciousstateis a formof self-consciousness.Recallthat
in SectionII,I definedself-consciousnessas simply having meta-psychologicalthoughts,even when the METis not itselfconscious.Sartremakes
numerousreferencesto self-consciousnessin much the same spirit:'This
[non-positional]self-consciousnesswe ought to consider not as a new
consciousness....[it is] a qualityof the positionalconsciousness'(BN 14).
He speaks of 'non-positionalself-consciousness'(BN 26), 'non-thetic
self-consciousness'(BN 120),and says that 'pre-reflectiveconsciousness
is self-consciousness'(BN 123). Thus Catalanotells us that 'consciousa (self-) conness, by its very being as an awareness, is pre-reflectively
sciousness.'41
consciousness,it is widely
Movingup the line, so to speak,to reflective
acknowledgedthat part of Sartre'smotivationfor distinguishingreflective and pre-reflectiveconsciousness is to separatehimself from Descartes who Sartre believed ignored the pre-reflective cogito in his
methodologicaldoubt. The pre-reflectivecogito is actually a necessary
conditionof reflectiveconsciousness.In the same way, on the WIV,one
cannot have reflective (i.e. introspective)states without first having a
first-orderstate. It is preciselywhen the firstMETbecomesconsciousthat
one is reflecting.Thus, we find Sartresaying, 'it is the non-reflective
consciousnesswhich rendersthe reflectionpossible;thereis a pre-reflective cogito which is the condition of the Cartesian cogito' (BN 13).
Moreover,'theunreflectedhas the ontologicalpriorityover the reflected
because the unreflecteddoes not need to be reflectedin order to exist,
and because reflectionpresupposesthe interventionof a second-degree
consciousness'(TE57-8).Inshort,reflectivestatespresupposepre-reflective states,but not vice versa.As Buschputs it, 'the unreflectedact,must
be differentiatedfromthe subsequent,or secondary,operationwhereby
a reflectingconsciousnesscomes to bear in an objectiveway upon the
unreflectiveor pre-reflectiveconsciousness.'42
Recallthat in Section I we noted how Sartredefined reflectionas 'a
consciousnesswhich posits a consciousness'(TE62). He also says that
reflectionis 'an operationof the second degree ... performedby a[n act
of] consciousness directedupon consciousness,a consciousness which
takes consciousness as an object' (TE 44). Thus the higher-order(i.e.

41 Catalano, Commentary,32
42 Thomas Busch, The Power of Consciousnessand the Forceof Circumstancesin Sartre's
Philosophy(Bloomington: Indiana University Press 1990), 5
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second-order)reflectingconsciousness'posits'a lower-orderconsciousness, as is shown in figure 3. We can call the higher-ordercomplex state
'the reflectingconsciousness' and the lower-orderstate 'the reflectedon.' And so reflection,for both Sartreand the WIV,involves a reflecting
consciousnessdirectedat an innerreflected-onobject(i.e. mentalstate).
So 'the reflectingconsciousnessposits the consciousnessreflected-on,as
its object.In the act of reflectingI pass judgment on the consciousness
reflected-on'(BN 12-13).And also 'reflectionis the for-itselfconsciousof
itself.As the for-itselfis alreadya non-thetic[i.e.non-positional]self-consciousness, we are accustomed to represent reflection as a new consciousness ... directedon the consciousnessreflected-on'(BN 212).
Now one might wonder in looking at figure 3: does Sartrereally also
hold that the higher-order('reflecting')state is a complex state in the
same way as the WIVholds? I think the answer is yes, partlybecause it
is the only way for Sartreto be consistentin his analysis.Much like the
WIV,what goes forlower-orderconsciousstatesmust also go forhigherorder conscious states. Morris agrees when she says that 'the act of
reflectionexhibitsthe same internaldimensionsof focused/non-focused
awareness as do prereflectiveacts of consciousness.'43These 'internal
dimensions' are present in the complex higher-orderreflectingstate in
the same way as they are in a pre-reflectiveconscious state. Thomas
Busch,in a similarway, explains:
The reflectiveconsciousnessintendsin a positionalmannerthe pre-reflectiveconsciousness.Pre-reflectiveconsciousnessintendsin a positionalmannersome object
other than itself, but both levels, in addition ... are non-positionallyself-aware....It is
importantto note that the implicit, or non-positional,self-awarenessexists on bothlevels,
pre-reflectiveand reflective.**

Reflectiveconsciousnessintends or posits an object,but in its case the objectis
another act of consciousness. The reflectiveconsciousnessis also non-positionallyselfaware.... The basic structure of consciousness,in either case, is the same:awarenessof an
objectand simultaneousawarenessof being awareof the object.*5

Such quotations fit nicely with my comparison of Sartre'stheory of
reflective consciousness and the explanationoffered by the WIV. The

43 Morris,'Sartreon the Self-Deceiver'sTranslucentConsciousness/108
44 Thomas Busch, The Power of Consciousnessand the Forceof Circumstancesin Sartre's

7, emphasisadded
Philosophy,
45 ThomasBusch,'Sartre'sUse of the Reduction:BeingandNothingness
Reconsidered/
19, emphasisadded
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higher-orderreflectingstatehas the same internalstructureas a first-order conscious state, but in the formercase its objectis anothermental
state whereas in the lattercase it is an outer object.
Thus, to summarize,it is clear that Sartreviews 'non-positionalselfawareness'as a formof self-consciousnesssincehe believed thatfirst-order outer-directedconscious states are also self-consciousstates. Like a
HOTtheorist,however, he also recognizeda higher-orderform of selfconsciousnesswhich he called 'reflection'in BN (instead of 'introspection'). So when one is in a first-orderconscious mental state, one has a
complex state such that one is positionallyaware of an outer objectbut
also non-positionallyaware of that awareness.When one is in a secondorderreflectivestate,one has a complexhigher-orderconscious 'reflecting' statedirectedat (orpositionallyawareof) a first-order'reflected-on'
stateof consciousness.Inthis case,the complexsecond-orderstateis also
constitutedby both positionalawareness(of the lower-orderstate) and
a non-positionalawarenessof itself.
4. Two types of reflection.

In order to complete the discussion up to this point it is necessary to
mentionbriefly Sartre'sdistinctionbetween pureand impurereflection.
As I noted at the end of section one, my use of the term 'reflection'until
now has been shortforwhat Sartrecalls 'purereflection.'Thisis because
it is pure reflectionthat is closer to the notion of 'reflectingon one's
currentstates of mind.' Pure reflectionis more of an 'immediatereflection' on ourselves or on the present that has just been made past.46On
the other hand, impure reflectionis more on our 'remotepast' and is a
'more deliberateand, therefore,cognitive reflection.'Impurereflection
is the 'reflectionon ourselves as a succession of states.'4 Although the
structureof both pure and impurereflectionis the same in the sense that
they both involve conscioushigher-orderstates directedat lower-order
states, impure reflection can also take already past mental states as
objectsand so canbe describedas a 'knowledgeof myself that 'fixes the
for-itself as an in-itself.'48On the other hand, 'in pure reflection consciousness attempts to be present to itself as a present moment of
consciousness'(BNC79). In Sartre'sown words, 'purereflection[is] the

46 See,e.g., Catalano,Commentary,
126,129-130.
130, 126, 130
47 The previousthreebriefquotationsare from Catalano'sCommentary
respectively.
130
48 Catalano,Commentary,
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simple presence of the reflectivefor-itselfto the for-itselfreflected-on'
(BN 218). On the other hand, impure reflection'constitutesthe succession of psychic facts or psyche'(BN 223), though this 'includes pure
reflectionas its originalstructure'(BN 224).
I have also distinguished between two forms of introspection(i.e.
reflection).49
only involves a brief conMomentary
focusedintrospection
the use of reasonand
involves
scious HOTwhile deliberate
introspection
a more sustained inner-directedconscious thinking over time. Sometimes we consciously think to ourselves in a deliberate
manner,e.g., in
or
our
life
views
about
our
goals. But one might
philosophical
thinking
also consciously think about a mental state without deliberatingin any
thinkabouta memoryor brieflyconsciouslyfocus
way, e.g., momentarily
on a pain or emotion. In these cases, one is not engaged in deliberation
or reasoning.Many animals,for example, seem capableof this kind of
introspectioneven if they cannotdeliberate,though both types of introspection still involve having conscious HOTs directed at lower order
mental states.
It is tempting to identifySartre'spure reflectionwith my momentary
focused introspection and his impure reflection with my deliberate
introspection,but that would be a mistake mainly because it seems to
me thatwe can and often do deliberateabout our currentstatesof mind.
We might, for example,be engaged in reflectivedeliberateexamination
of our own currentphilosophicalbeliefs. While Sartreis right that we
may reflecton our 'past'successionof mentalstates,he seems to reserve
such deliberationto impure reflection.However, deliberateintrospection can be both pure and impure.
IV

The Unity Problem

In this Section,I apply the resultsfromSectionIIIto what I will call 'the
unity and separationproblem/ or 'the unity problem'for short,which
is vividly presentedby KathleenWider.50Although I am somewhat in
agreementwith Wider'scriticismof Sartre,I show how we can defend
Sartreto at least some degree.
So what is the unity problem?In short,it is this:how can a lower-order
statebe theobjectofa meta-psychologicalstatewhile being the very same

49 See CSC19-21.
50 Thisis relatedto what Widercallsher 'internalcritique'in BNCch. 3, but the unity
problemis most forcefullyargued in Wider's'Throughthe LookingGlass:Sartre
on Knowledgeand the Pre-reflectiveCogito/ManandWorld22 (1989)329-43.1will
hereafterreferto this paperas TLG.
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state (particularlysince Sartrealso maintainsthat there is knowledgeof
the lower-orderstate)?I believe we have seen how the WIVcan help us
levelif we view the
understandhow this is possible on thepre-reflective
METas parto/the complex lower-orderconscious state. We can at least
see how one mental state can be 'directedat' anotherwhile still being
part of the same (complex) state, even though Sartrehimself clearly
struggleswith the details of his theoryon this point. Whilethis problem
is perhapseven more apparenton the reflectivelevel, Widerarguesthat
it is present on the pre-reflectivelevel as well. She points out, for
example,thatSartresays 'tobelieve is to knowthatone believes' (BN114).
The problemis that, for Sartre,consciousnessis not the same as knowledge. One can be consciousof x and not have knowledge of x according
to Sartre'suse of these terms. 'Knowledge is nothing other than the
presence of being to the For-itself.'(BN 295) Knowledge involves a
separationof the knower and the known object. Thus, even on the
pre-reflectivelevel, Sartre cannot maintain both that non-positional
self-consciousnessis knowledge of the 'lower part' of the first-order
conscious state and then maintainthat there is no separationbetween
the two: ' ... presenceto always implies duality, at least a virtualseparation. The presenceof being to itself implies a detachmenton the part of
being in relationto itself ... But if we ask ourselves ... whatit is which
separates the subject from himself,'we are forced to admit that it is
nothing/(BN 124) As Widerputs it, ... to know an objectrequiresthat
one not be the object.Knowledge involves negation,a separationof the
'
knowerfromthe known ... Presenceinvolves duality and separation...
(TLG338)Butthe WIVdoes allow fora 'duality'within the pre-reflective
level, just not for any literal'separation'between the MET[i.e.non-positional self-consciousness]and the other part of the complex conscious
state.Perhapsthis is what Sartremeantby a 'virtualseparation;'namely,
a separationwithina complex conscious state.
Although the WIV can help Sartreto some degree, Wider is correct
that he continues to have a problem.Even if I am right in interpreting
Sartreas holding the WIVon the pre-reflectivelevel, the unity problem
still remains with respect to the above remarks about knowledge. I
believe that Sartredid have something like the WIV in mind, but was
simply strugglingwith how to characterizethe relationshipbetween the
partsof the complexpre-reflectiveconsciousstate.Speakingof a 'duality
within a unity' makes sense on the WIV.Thereis also sense to be made
of the claim that thereis 'nothing'between the parts,since they are part
of the same conscious mental state. So some of the tension in Sartre's
thought can be relieved by my analysis. However, Sartrestill runs into
seriousproblemsand ambiguitieswhen describingwhetheror not nonIt is perhapsunderpositionalself-consciousnessis a formof knowledge.
with this problem.
much
so
standable,however, why Sartrestruggled
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Likethe WIV,he is tryingto makesense of a 'directedness'or 'aboutness'
withinthe pre-reflectivelevel, but, in doing so, he sometimes characterizes that relationas a kind of knowledge.51
Recall that we confronteda version of this problem in section III.2
while addressingthe threatof an infinite regress.Sartreexplained that
'if we wish to avoid an infinite regress, there must be an immediate,
non-cognitiverelationof the self to itself (BN 12).Indeed,Widerrightly
emphasizes the term 'non-cognitive'in this quotation to support her
contentionthat, at least in the Introductionto BN, Sartredid not want
there to be a knowledge relation between the parts of pre-reflective
consciousness (i.e., between non-positional self-consciousnessand its
'object').Although the Frenchterm Sartreuses for 'cognitive'[cogitif]is
it does
not identicalwith his usual term for 'knowledge' [connaissance],
seem reasonableto take 'noncogitif as at least implying'not knowledge.'
In comparisonto the HOT theory,it is worth briefly digressinghere to
mention the importanceof the term 'immediate'in the BN 12 quotation.
On the HOT theory, the relationbetween the HOT (or MET)and the
lower-orderconsciousstate must be immediate.The meta-awarenessof
the lower-orderstate must be direct;that is, the person is not aware of
the conscious state in virtue of being aware of any other state. This is
much like Sartre'sdefinition of 'immediacy,' which, he says, 'is the
absence of any mediator;that is obvious, for otherwise the mediator
alone would be known and not what is mediated' (BN 247). The main
reasonfor this conditionon the HOTtheoryis to avoid alleged counterexamplespurportingto show that one can have a HOTdirectedat one's
own mental state of, say, anger at one's boss, but still notfeel the anger.
This could happen if, for example,one is confrontedby another'sobservation of one's behavioror one is told so by a trustedpsychotherapist.
Butsuch HOTsarenot directlyor immediatelyawareof the mentalstate
of anger;rather,they are inferredby virtue of being immediatelyaware
of my behavioror someone else. This is also why a HOTtheoristshould
not allow the consciousrenderingHOTto ariseviainference
or as a result
of indirectevidence. It is wisest for a HOTtheoristto hold that the HOT
(or MET)must meet this so-called 'noninferentialitycondition'in order
for the lower-orderstate to be conscious.52

51 Widerdoes point out that Sartrerecognizesthe problemto some extent,but he is
much too quickto dismiss it. See TLG334.
52 For more on this condition,see CSC84-7,and Rosenthal,Two Conceptsof Consciousness/ 335-6.
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Letus returnto the unity problem.I believe thatit arisesin even more
dramaticfashionat the reflectivelevel despite some help from the WIV
and our figure 3 comparison.Sartreseems to contradicthimself on the
question of whether or not there is a knowledge relationbetween the
higher-order(complex)reflectingstate and the lower-orderreflected-on
state. Forexample,he says that 'the reflected-onis not wholly an object
for [pure]reflection'(BN 218, emphasis added). What
but a quasi-object
does a 'quasi-object'mean in this context?And to the question 'Is [pure]
reflectiona form of knowledge?'Sartrefirst tells us that 'reflectionis a
knowledge; of that there is no doubt. It is provided with a positional
character;it affirmsthe consciousnessreflected-on'(BN218).Buthe then
soon aftercontradictsor at least weakens that claim by saying that the
reflective'does not detach itself completely from the reflected-on'and
'reflectionis a recognitionrather than knowledge' (BN 218, emphasis
added). It is never made clearjust how such 'recognition'differs from
'knowledge.' Thus on both levels, Wider summarizes the tension by
explainingthat
in orderto defend his claimthat thereis dualityeven in the unity of pre-reflective
consciousness,[Sartre]illegitimatelyintroducescognitiveelementsinto the discussion of consciousnessat thatlevel [and]in orderto reassertthe unity of consciousness at the level of purereflection,he weakensand at timesabandonshis claimthat
pure reflectionis knowledge.(TLG340)

Indeed,Widerarguesthat the problemis even more seriouswhen we
considerthat it also infectsSartre'scharacterizationof impurereflection.
wants to maintainthat impurereflectionin a form
Sartreunambiguously
of knowledge since this occurswhen 'the reflectiveconsciousnesstries
to take a point of view on the consciousness reflected on and thus
attempts to view the reflected consciousness as an object' (BNC 77).
Sartre describes impure reflection as the attempt 'to apprehend the
reflected-onas in-itselfin order to make itself be that in-itself which is
apprehended'(BN 224, emphasis added). But Sartrethen has difficulty
distinguishingpure from impure reflectionwhen he characterizespure
reflectionin termsof knowledge.And then when he treatspre-reflective
self-consciousnessas a formof knowledge, Sartrehas difficultyseparating it from eithertype of reflection.So accordingto Wider:
[Sartre's]accountfailson thelevelof purereflectionbecause[he]offersno accountof
self-consciousnesson this level thatsucceedsin distinguishingpurereflectionfrom
theself-consciousnessof pre-reflectiveconsciousnesswithoutat thesametimecausing thecollapseof his distinctionbetweenpureand impurereflection.(BNC91)

But even if Sartre'sview is hopeless, or even contradictory,on the
knowledge aspect of all this, I suggest that our analysis of the structure
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of reflectivestates(in termsof figure3) can shed some light on the nature
of this problemand relieve some of the tension. Given his definitionof
knowledge, Sartreprobablyshould have said that knowledge appears
neitherat the pre-reflectivenorat the pure reflectivelevel, and then left
knowledgeonly forimpurereflection.Sartrehad somethinglikethe WIV
in mind, but was not very clear about how to characterizethe relationship between the complex higher-orderreflectingstate and the lowerorder reflected-on state, particularly since knowledge involves a
'separation.'In an attemptto stress the unity of reflectivestates, Sartre
even flirtswith characterizingreflectiveconsciousnessas somethinglike
what I have in figure 4; that is, treat reflection as one very complex
conscious state ('one big circle')with partsincludingboth the reflecting
and reflected-onconsciousnesses.So, like the pre-reflectivelevel, there
is a kind of 'separation'or 'duality,'but still within a 'unity.'Thiswould
also again help to explain his ambiguous treatmentof the knowledge
relation.
Figure 4 may indeed representhis considered mature view, but we
can also find textualsupportfor it as early as in TE:
there is an indissolubleunity of the reflectingconsciousnessand the reflectedconsciousness

(to the point that the reflectingconsciousnesscould not exist without the reflected
consciousness).Butthe factremainsthatwe arein the presenceof a synthesisof two
consciousnesses,one of whichis consciousnessof'theother.(TE44,emphasisadded)
reflectionand reflectedare only one ... and the interiorityof the onefuses with that of the

other.To posit interioritybeforeoneself,however,is necessarilyto give it the load
of an object.Thistranspiresas if interiorityclosedupon itselfand profferedus only
its outside; as if one had to "circleabout"it in order to understandit. (TE84,
emphasisadded)

In BN Sartrealso speaks of the reflectiveconsciousnessand 'its absolute unity with the consciousness reflected-on'(BN 212) and says that
'reflectionis onebeing,just like the unreflectivefor-itself, not an addition
of being' (BN215).So, forexample,my reflectingconsciousnessdirected
at my desire to write a good paper is part of the same reflectivestate as
the lower-orderdesireitself.Thereis only one act of consciousnessat the
reflectivelevel. A contemporarymind-brainmaterialistmight reasonably say thatthe entirereflectivestateis one globalbrainstatewith some
areasof the braindirectedat others.Once again,however, Sartrestruggles on the very same page with how to phrase the matter:'It is agreed
then thatreflectionmustbe unitedto thatwhich is reflected-onby a bond
of being, that the reflective [i.e. reflectingconsciousness]must be the
consciousnessreflected-on.Buton theotherhand,therecanbe no question
of a total identificationof the reflectivewith that reflected-on'(BN 213,
emphasis added; cf. BN 395-6). I believe that figure 4 best represents
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Figure 4.

what Sartremeans here. There is a 'unity' and a I^ond'between the
reflectingconsciousness and the reflected-onconsciousness, but they
cannot be 'totally identified' with each other. Rather, as the above
quotationsmake clear, they are part of one Toeing'(i.e. one conscious
mentalstate) 'fused' togetherinto an 'indissolubleunity/
In summaryand restrictingthe matterto the reflectivelevel, it might
be helpful to put the unity problem by saying that Sartreobviously
cannotconsistentlyhold all of the following propositions:
(1) Knowledge requires a separationbetween the knower and the
known object.
(2) Reflectioninvolves knowledge of the 'reflected-on'state.
(3) The 'reflected-on'is not completelydetachedfromthe 'reflecting'
state.
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I have conceded that thereis much confusionand ambiguityin Sartre's
use of the terms'knowledge/ 'separation/and 'detachment.'Ifhe means
'literalseparation'implying two distinct 'objects'or mental states,then
indeed we have an inconsistenttriad;thatis, he could not hold thatboth
(1) and (3) are true if we accepthis initial adherenceto (2). Of course,if
we allow Sartreto back off of (2), then (1) and (3) remainconsistentbut
at the cost of trying to understandthe differencebetween 'recognition'
and 'knowledge.'However, Sartrecould mean 'virtualseparation'in (1)
which I suggest could yield the more coherentposition representedin
figure4. Recallthe quotationfromSartrethat'presenceto always implies
Thepresenceof being to itselfimplies
duality,at least a virtualseparation.
a detachmenton the part of being in relationto itself.... But if we ask
ourselves ... whatit is which separatesthe subjectfrom himself, we are
forcedto admitthatit is nothing'(BN124,firstemphasisadded).All three
claims could then be consistent.Proposition(1) is truebecause a virtual
separationcan allow for knowledge withinthe very complex reflective
state.Proposition(2) is true since the reflectingstatewould have knowledge of the reflected-onstate. And (3) could also be true because, as
figure 4 indicates,the reflectingstate and the reflected-onstate are not
completely detachedbut are part of the same complex reflectivestate.
We can then also understandwhat Sartremeantby a 'quasi-object'when
for
he said that 'the reflected-onis not wholly an objectbut a quasi-object
in
A
this
reflection'
(BN 218, emphasis added). quasi-object,
[pure]
context,would be a reflected-onmental state that is only virtuallyseparated from the reflectingstate. A quasi-objectis not an entirelydistinct
objectof knowledge.53
Unfortunately,one furthercomplicationariseswhen Sartresays such
things as:
reflection- if it is to be apodictic
[i.e.certain]evidence- demandsthatthe reflective
be that which is reflected-on.But to the extent that reflectionis knowledge,the

53 As we saw in Sectionffl.l, it is perhapsonce againopen to Rosenthalto arguethat,
even though the HOTs are distinct and extrinsicfrom their targets,the unity in
questionis the amalgamof both states.Theproblemfor Rosenthalhere is twofold:
(a) As was mentionedin SectionIII.l, if 'unity'means 'one single consciousstate/
as Sartreultimatelyseems to believe,then much of what Rosenthalsays is at odds
with this way of understandingthe HOT theory,(b) On the reflective
level, recall
thatRosenthal'stheoryhas threedistinctstatesin contrastto what is expressedin
figure4. This would then make it even more difficultfor him to treatthe unity in
questionsimply as an amalgamof threedistinctparts.As I hope I have madeclear
in this section,however, I believe that we are all strugglingto make sense of this
'partsin a unity' idea. Nonetheless,I have arguedthat the WFVholds out the best
prospectfor success.
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reflected-on must necessarily be the object for the reflective; and this implies a
separation of being. Thus it is necessary that the reflective simultaneously be and
not be the reflected-on. (BN 213-14, first emphasis added)

Our analysis thus far can handle the last part of this quotation,but
anotheraspectof the unity problemresultsfromSartre'sapparentdesire
to maintaina Cartesianinfallibilitythesis aboutone's own mentalstates.
Indeed,Widerprominentlymentionsthis thesis at the very beginningof
TLG.Any claimof infallibility,of course,goes well beyond any ordinary
notion of knowledge that we have thus far considered.But,just as we
saw in Section III.l regarding Sartre'srelated rejectionof the unconscious, things are not so simple. In TE we find this rather striking
passage:
Is it therefore necessary to conclude that the [reflective] state is immanent and
certain? Surely not. We must not make of reflection a mysterious and infallible
power, nor believe that everything reflection attains is indubitable becauseattained
by reflection. Reflection has limits, both limits of validity and limits in fact. (TE 61-2;
cf. TE 65)

So despiteSartre'sfrequenttalkof the 'translucency'of consciousness,
it is not at all clearthat some kind of Cartesian'transparency'or 'infallibility' follows. Many others also have serious doubts about Sartre's
adherence to such a strong Cartesianposition. Morris questions any
inferencefrom 'translucency'to 'transparency'and tells us that 'Sartre
neithersays nor means that consciousnessis always perfectlytransparent.'54Catalanoargues against the inferencefrom translucencyto infallibility:'Sartre'sclaim that consciousnessis translucentdoes not imply
that we always have a correct understanding of that which we are
And Brownand HausmanquestionSartre'scommitmentto the
aware.'55
claim that the mind is translucentto itself by disputing that Sartre
believed in the transparencyand infallibilityof the mental.56
There is one final and very puzzling aspect of Sartre'sview that is
worth brieflyraisingat this point. Recallfrom SectionI that Sartresays
that consciousnessor the for-itself'is not what it is and is what it is not'
(BN 120,127).Thisis commonlytakenas Sartredenying that the Law of
Identity, which says that each thing is identical to itself, applies to

54 Phyllis Sutton Morris, 'Sartreon the Self-Deceiver's Translucent Consciousness/ 105
55 Joseph Catalano, 'Successfully Lying to Oneself: A Sartrean Perspective/ 680
56 Lee Brown and Alan Hausman, 'Mechanism, Intentionality, and the Unconscious:
A Comparison of Sartre and Freud/ esp. 541ff. and 552
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consciousness.Indeed, such a view plays a prominentrole throughout
BN. But how could this be? How could anything not be identicalwith
itself?Now some of Sartre'sdiscussion of this mattergoes well beyond
of consciousthe scope of this paper and has to do with the temporality
in
a
its
own
which
is
ness,
major topic
right.57However, Sartrealso
of conscious mental
if
a
the
structure
as
such
denial
to
speaks
applies
in
this
which
is
concern
our
states,
paper.Moreover,he seemed
primary
to thinkthatdenying the Law followed fromhis view thatconsciousness
is self-consciousness.I believe that Sartrewas mistaken,but let us see
exactly why. One place where he discusses this issue is back at BN 114
in describingconsciousbelief:
To believe is to know thatone believes,and to know thatone believesis no longer
to believe.Thusto believeis not to believeany longerbecausethatis only to believe
- this is the unity of one and the same non-theticconsciousness....To believe is
not-to-believe.(BN 114)

The idea seems to be that conscious mental states and, in this case,
conscious belief is not identical to itself. As Wider puts it: '[Conscious
belief] is and is not what it is. Belief is belief but because it is self-conscious it is not belief (TLG334). I agree with Widerwhen she says that
she fails 'to see how it follows from the fact that self-awarenessis a
propertyof pre-reflectiveconsciousnessthat an act of consciousnessat
the pre-reflectivelevel, such as belief, is not itself (TLG336). But given
our analysis in this and the previous section, we can more clearly see
Sartre's confusion here. I have argued that pre-reflectiveconscious
states,for Sartre,have a dual and complexnatureincluding(in this case)
botha world-directedbelief anda non-positionalself-awarenessor selfconsciousness(of) the belief. Letus call the former('lower')part 'partV
and the latter ('upper') part 'part 2/ and simply refer to the entire
pre-reflectivestateas the 'whole.'Now the whole is surelyidenticalwith
the whole, part 1 is surely still identical with part 1, and part 2 is still
identical with part 2. The Law of Identity remains unthreatened.Of
course, it is true that the whole is neitheridenticalwith part 1 nor with
part 2, but that would not violate the Law of Identity.In a similarway,
acknowledging that part 1 is not identical with part 2 does not violate
the Law. On the WIV and on Sartre'sview, we can see how confusion
might arise.Nonetheless,consciousmental states are still identicalwith
themselves.Clarifyingthe structureof consciousstatesas we have in the

57 I cannot pursue this topic here, but see BN (especiallyPart Two, ChapterTwo
entitledTemporality')and BNC43-57& 150-4.
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last two sections and in figure 3 helps us to see what Sartreapparently
did not. Thus, Sartreis wrong when he replies that 'to affirm that the
consciousness (of) belief [= part 2] is consciousness (of) belief is to
dissociateconsciousnessfrombelief, to suppressthe parenthesis,and to
makebelief an objectfor consciousness'(BN 121).But part2 can clearly
be identicalwith itselfandwe can alsomaintainthatconsciousnessis not
'dissociated' from the belief while keeping the parenthesis and not
makingbelief a distinctobjectof consciousness.58
V

The BN 11 Argument

In chapterfour of BNC, Wider considers several alleged counterexamples to the general thesis that consciousness entails self-consciousness
(hereafter,the CESCThesis)and discusses how Sartremight reply.59In
thatchapter,however,Wideralso discusseswhat I considerto be Sartre's
main argumentforhis belief thatall consciousnessis self-consciousness.
As I have made clearthroughoutthis paper,I agreewith many of Sartre's
conclusions about the structureof conscious states as well as being a
defenderof the CESCThesis.However,this is not to say thatI agreewith
all of his reasoningfor that thesis, and his main argumentfor it is shaky
at best. This often quoted passage goes as follows:
thenecessaryandsufficientconditionfora knowingconsciousnessto be knowledge
o/its object,is that it be consciousnessof itself as being that knowledge.Thatis a
necessary condition, for if my consciousness were not consciousness of being
consciousnessof the table, it would then be consciousnessof the table without
consciousnessof being so. In otherwords, it would be consciousnessignorantof
itself,an unconscious- which is absurd.Thisis a sufficientcondition,formy being
consciousof being consciousof that tablesufficesin fact for me to be consciousof
it. (BN 11)

Whatis going on here?Well,the claimof sufficiencyseems fine,but what
about the claim of a necessary condition?That is, why exactly is such

58 And, of course,the merefactthatmentalstatesaredirected'outsideof themselves'
does not violate the Law either.To think so would be to confuse the mentalstate
with thecontentof the mentalstate.
59 They have to do with dreaming,people with blindsight,and Armstrong'swellknown long-distancetruckdrivercase. Obviously,I do not believe thatsuch cases
threatenthe CESCThesis,but I will not digress into a lengthy discussionof them
here.Itshouldbe notedalsothatWiderdefendsSartreandtheThesisto someextent
laterin BNC 164-169.She is right,however, that if Sartrecompletelyrejectedthe
unconscious,then it is much moredifficultfor him to handlethe blindsightcases.
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self-consciousnessnecessary for having a conscious mental state of, in
this case,perceivingthe table?Sartreuses a reductioadabsurdum;
namely,
that if therewere no self-consciousness,then therewould ultimatelybe
'consciousnessignorantof itself,an unconscious- which is absurd/ The
idea seems to be that an unconscious consciousness is clearly absurd.
However, while saying that thesamemental state is both consciousand
unconsciouswould be absurd,Sartre'sreductiodoes not really forceus
into that conclusion.The reason is that he is referringto two different
mental states (or at least two parts of a complex mental state):(1) the
first-orderworld-directedconsciousnessof the table,and (2)the self-consciousness (of) the first-orderconsciousness.Sartreneeds to show that
(1) cannot occur without (2) and his main argumentdoes not really do
so, since an unconscious(2) does not contradicthaving a conscious (1).
At the least, much more argumentis needed to establishthat (1) cannot
exist without (2). So Sartre'sargumentat best begs the question,and, as
Wider puts it, the question remains: 'is a consciousness that is not
self-consciousnessabsurd, a contradiction?'(BNC 104). I believe that
Sartreis attemptingto give some supportforthe HOTtheorist'sintuitive
idea, mentionedearlyin sectionII,thatwhen one is in a consciousmental
state one is certainlyawarethat one is in it. (Recallalso that the sense of
'consciousstate'at work is Nagel's sense, i.e. thereis 'somethingit is like
to be in that state' from a subjective or first-personpoint of view.)
However, Sartre's BN 11 argument for the CESC thesis fails partly
because he is not properlydistinguishingbetween the lower-orderand
the meta-psychologicalstate. Wider rightly points out (at BNC 104-5)
that there are many other people who have argued for some version of
the CESCthesis,includingDavid Rosenthaland RoderickChisholm,but
then she is quick to mentionmany who disagreewith it (includingFred
Dretske).I do not wish to enter into this debatehere,but Wideris right
thatit is incumbenton 'Sartreand otherswho hold such a view [to]offer
a defense of this position' (BNC105).60
Returningto the Bll argument,I thinkthat it fails also becauseSartre
is not clear about the distinctionbetween what Rosenthalcalls 'transitive' and 'intransitive'consciousness.61
Rosenthalexplainsthatwe sometimes use the word 'conscious'as in our being 'consciousof something.
This is the transitiveuse. On the other hand, we also apply the term
'conscious' to mental states, and 'the lack of a direct object suggests

60 Indeed,this is preciselywhat I have done at book lengthin CSC.
61 Rosenthal,'A Theoryof Consciousness'
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callingthis the intransitiveuse/62Using this distinction,Rosenthalcharacterizesthe HOTtheoryas claimingthat'a mentalstateis intransitively
consciousjust in case we aretransitivelyconsciousof it/ So, forexample,
my perceptionof the table is (intransitively)consciousjust in case I am
(transitively)conscious of it. Rosenthalmakes it clear that analyzing
intransitive(i.e.,state)consciousnessin termsof transitiveconsciousness
is not circularbecause transitiveconsciousnessis not a type of intransitive consciousness.Sartreis led astraybecause he conflatesthe two and
thereforeclaimsthatthereis a contradictionwhere thereis not. Buteven
if we agreethat the Bll passage fails as an argumentfor the CESCthesis,
some of it can still be interestinglyviewed as a (perhapsunclear)version
of Rosenthal'sstatementof the thesis. In defense of Sartre,he might
generouslybe interpretedas stating that intransitiveconsciousnessentails transitiveconsciousnesseven if he has not shown thatthe opposing
view is absurdor contradictory.
But we must be carefulhere. Although Rosenthaladdresseswhy his
analysis is not circular,does the threatof an infinite regress reappear?
As we saw in SectionIII.2,this is a concernof both Sartreand any HOT
theorist.Although Rosenthaluses the term 'consciousof in speakingof
transitiveconsciousness,he immediatelynotes that he is in thatcontext
using 'interchangeablythe notions of being conscious of and being
aware of/63So the HOT is aware of [i.e. transitivelyconscious of] the
lower-orderstate, but presumablysuch 'awareness'is not conscious in
the Nagelean sense; otherwise there would be the infinite regress that
Rosenthalis so carefulto avoid in his earlierpaper.64Thisterminological
matter is perhaps a bit misleading and confusing, and it is why I
normallypreferto avoid the transitive/intransitiveconsciousness distinction.Nonetheless, Sartreseems to be attemptingsomething similar
to Rosenthal;namely, analyzing intransitiveconsciousnessin terms of
transitiveconsciousness.Indeed,as we have seen throughthe numerous
quotationsabove,Sartrefrequentlyuses the transitive'consciousof way
of speaking throughout BN. Nonetheless, we must be careful not to
interpret the transitive 'conscious of locution as implying anything
more than some kind of nonconsciousawareness.65

62 Ibid.,26. Thenext quotationis also from26.
63 Ibid.,n. 28
64 Rosenthal,Two Conceptsof Consciousness'
65 For another criticismof the BN 11 passage, see Soil, 'Sartre'sRejectionof the
FreudianUnconscious,'593-6.
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VI

I-thoughts and I-concepts

Anothercontentionof the HOT theoristis that the HOT (or MET)is of
the form 'I am in mentalstate M now/ Thatis, the contentof the HOTis
an indexical thought making referenceto both the person having the
mentalstate (the T) and the mentalstate (the 'M').However, it is crucial
to recallthat the HOT is not itself conscious when one is in a world-directedconscious state. The 'I-thought'is implicitin such cases and only
becomes expliciton the reflective level. For example, my currentconscious desire to work on this paper containsthe implicit (unconscious)
thoughtthatI am having thatdesirenow. Butwhen I reflectorintrospect,
I consciously and explicitlyapprehendthat desire as mine. The same is
truewhen we have all sortsof othermentalstates,e.g. beliefsand various
perceptualstates.
Sartreinitiallyhas difficultywith this aspectof the HOTtheorywhile
distinguishingbetween pre-reflectiveand reflectiveconsciousstates.In
TEhe firstasks, 'is thereroomfor an I in such [anunreflected]consciousness? The reply is clear:evidently not' (TE41). But this is where, in TE,
Sartreis concernedwith rejectingHusserl'stranscendentalI.ThusI think
that Sartreis merely saying that on the pre-reflectivelevel there is no
consciousapprehension of an I (i.e. no conscious HOT) because my
conscious attention is focused outside of me, as the HOT theory also
claims.So laterSartreexplainsthat 'thereis no I on the unreflectedlevel.
WhenI run aftera streetcar,when I look at the time,when I am absorbed
in contemplatinga portrait,thereis no I. Thereis the consciousnessofthe
etc., and non-positionalconsciousnessof
streetcar-having-to-be-overtaken,
consciousness'(TE48-9).Once again, the HOT theoristwould say that
thereis no consciousI on the unreflectedlevel, and I believe that is what
Sartre meant in this passage. There is, however, a nonconscious or
implicit I even on the unreflectedlevel. Sartresays as much laterin TE:
'It is certain ... that the I does appear on the unreflectedlevel' (TE89).
WhenI am preoccupiedwith outerreality(e.g.in tryingto hang a picture
or in runningaftera streetcar)I am still implicitlyawareof myself (T) as
being in a conscious mental state. In BN Sartreexplains that the 'unreflective consciousnessis a consciousnesso/the world. Thereforefor the
unreflectiveconsciousness the self exists on the level of objectsin the
world.... Only the reflective consciousness has the self directlyfor an
object'(BN 349, second emphasis added). So a first-orderconsciousness
is directed at the world and a reflective consciousness is directed at
oneself,but, even on the unreflectivelevel, one still has indirector implicit
thoughts about oneself.
Now it is clear that there are many kinds of so-called T-thoughts'
rangingfromvery unsophisticatedto very sophisticated.Such sophistication,in part, results from the type of T-concept'containedwithin the
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So,forexample,we might distinguishbetween the following
I-thought.66
I-concepts:
1. I quathinkeramong otherthinkers.
2. I quaenduringthinkingbeing.
3. I quaexperiencerof a currentmental state.
4. I quathis thing as opposed to other physical things (where 'this
thing' refersto one's body as distinctfrom otherbodies).
The above I-conceptsare in decreasingorderof sophistication.Thinking of myself as a thinkeramong many otherthinkersor as an enduring
objectthroughtime requiresconceptualabilitiesthat go beyond simply
distinguishingmy body fromotherobjects.Thus,the type 4 conceptcan
presumablybe possessed by various lower animalswhereas the type 1
The point I
conceptmay only be a human or highermammalcapacity.67
is
to
Sartre
with
wish to emphasizehere
that, depending on the
respect
an unconsciousor
have
either
one
can
mentalcapacitiesof the organism,
above
the
of
conscious HOTwhich contains any
I-concepts.Most releto Wider'sinterrelates
this
how
vant for my purposesis showing
point
calls 'bodily
what
she
pretation of Sartre as emphasizing
Wider
fiveof
BNC,
self-consciousness'(BNC115).Inchapter
develops an
of
self-consciousform
basic
'the
most
interpretationof Sartrewhereby
ness mustbe bodily awareness'(BNC115).lam largelyinagreementwith
this view both as an interpretationof Sartreand as an independently
plausible theory. Indeed, Wider cites numerous examples of philosophers and psychologists, such as GarethEvans, Gerald Edelman,and
MauriceMerleau-Ponty,who also seem to hold such a view in some form
or another(BNC127ff. and 139ff.).Widerstatesthe principleclaimas 'the
body is the subjectof consciousness'(BNC115).Thus,an implicit!' refers
to the body even when one has the most rudimentaryconsciousstate on
the unreflectivelevel. Itseems to me thatWider'sview canbe interpreted
as endorsingthe notionthatthe type 4 1-conceptabove is the least sophisticatedand thatit appearseven on the unreflectivelevel. Widerexplains:
all consciousness, even at the prereflective level, must be present to itself. Now if
consciousness just is the body's presence to the world, as Sartre argues, then the

66 Indeed, this is what I argue at greater length in CSC 78-84.
67 See again CSC 78-84, but also CSC ch. 9. Actually, I argue that any conscious lower
animal is at least capable of having both the type 2 and the type 3 1-concept.
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body mustbe presentto itselfin beingpresentto the world.So theremustbe a kind
of consciousnessof the body, what I will call bodily self-consciousness,and this
mustformpartof ourawarenessof theworld.Themostbasicformof self-consciousness must be bodily awareness.(BNC115)

So, in termsof the HOTtheory,even when we have first-orderworlddirected conscious states, there is bodily self-consciousness;that is, a
HOT (or MET)containingat least the most primitive(type 4) I-concept.
Such an I-conceptis thus part of the I-thoughtwhich, as I have argued
in previous sections,is partof the complexconsciousstateitself.So, once
again, all consciousness is self-consciousness.That such bodily selfawareness even exists on the unreflectivelevel is indicatedby Sartre's
remarkthat 'the body belongs ... to the structuresof the non-thetic[i.e.
^
non-positional]self-consciousness'(BN 434).
Muchof this is reminiscentof the Kantianidea thathaving experience
of outer objects presupposes distinguishing them from oneself. Thus
having I-thoughtsis presupposed in objectiveexperience.At the very
least, in order to having conscious thoughts about externalobjectsone
must be able to differentiatethem from oneself (including one's own
body and one's own mentalstates).If one did not implicitlydistinguish
outer objectsfrom oneself, then one would treatthe enduringobjectsof
experience as merely momentary fleeting subjective states which, in
turn,would makeobjectiveexperienceimpossible.Restrictingourselves
to bodily self-awareness,then, Wider tells us in a Kantianspirit that
'withoutbodily self-consciousness,consciousnessof the world is impossible' (BNC118).Citingsuch prominentphilosophersas DanielDennett
and Owen Flanagan,Wider explains that 'even on the most primitive
levels of conscious life, simply to survive an organismmust be able to
distinguishits biologicalself fromthatwhich is not itself.Theremust be
an abilityto makea me/not-me distinction'(BNC122-3).As I mentioned
above, it would seem likely that even the lowest of conscious creatures
are at least capableof having the type 4 I-concept.This would therefore
support the idea that even the most primitive conscious creaturesare
self-consciousin at least this rudimentaryway.69

68 It occurs to me that the above four I-conceptscorrespondsomewhat to Sartre's
distinctionbetweenfourtypes of self-consciousness(see BNCch.3) in thefollowing
(b) type 2 = impurereflection;(c) type 3 = pure
way: (a) type 1 = being-for-others;
reflection;and (d) type 4 = pre-reflective(or 'bodily')self-consciousness.
69 For more on the connectionbetween Kantand the HOTtheory,see CSCchs. 3, 4
and 9. Formoreon the connectionbetweenSartreand Kant,see BNC20-39and TE
31ff.
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I must confess, however, that I do not see how any of the above or
anythingin Wider'sbook warrantsher blanket rejectionof identifying
consciousmentalstateswith neuralactivity.In a very puzzling passage,
Wider says that many philosophers, such as John Searle and Colin
McGinn,are guilty of ignoring the rest of the body when they speak of
consciousnessas a brain property.Wider says that 'it is the body, the
organismas a whole, that is conscious'(BNC114,emphasisadded). It is
not clearto me what this means otherthanwhat she says two sentences
later:'thebody (notthe brain)...is thesubjecto/consciousness'(BNC114,
emphasis added). But even with our explication above of this latter
claim,it clearlydoes not follow thatthe entirebody is conscious.Rather,
one has a kind of self-awarenesswhich refersto one's own body (an
'I-thought').But the complex conscious mental state itselfcan still be
identifiedwith neuralactivity,thoughthe HOTtheoristis typicallysilent
on this empiricalquestion.
Wider also seems to be confusing what Rosenthal calls 'creature
The formerrecognizes that
consciousness'with 'state consciousness.'70
we oftenspeakof whole organismsas conscious,but the latterrecognizes
that we also speak of specific mental states as being conscious. Indeed,
it is state consciousnessthat has been my primaryconcernthroughout
this paper and Sartreis also clearly first and foremost attempting to
presenta theoryof stateconsciousness.Thuswhen one is concernedwith
examiningwhat makesparticularmentalstatesconscious,a mind-brain
identity theory can still arguably be the most plausible reductionist
alternativewhile also remainingcompatiblewith everythingsaid earlier
in this section.In short,conscious mental states can still beneuralstates
while also referringto the body and having the structure defended
throughoutthis paper. Bodily aware I-thoughtsaccompanyevery conscious mental state, but it does not follow that the entire body is conscious. My conscious visual perception of the tree contains implicit
referenceto my body, but the visual experience itself can still just be
identicalwith a patternof neuralactivityin my visual cortex.Indeed,it
would not even seem to make sense to say that such a consciousmental
stateis my body.
Perhaps even more puzzling is Wider's analogy that 'just as a jet
engine needs wings and tail and other parts to generate flight in the
aircraft,so too the brainneeds kidneys and lungs and blood and air to
generateconsciousness'(BNC114).If this is meant to supportthe identity of the body and consciousness,then it also fails. Firstof all, in the

70 Rosenthal,'A Theoryof Consciousness'
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case of an airplanethere is no analog to state consciousness;that is, we
only speakof the entireairplaneflying and neverjustof an engine flying.
Second,Wideris confusinga necessaryconditionwith an identityclaim:
it is one thing to say that A needs{B,C, ... X} in orderto generateZ, but
quite anotherto say that {A ... X} is Z. Once again, the latter does not
follow from the former.It is still perfectlypossible that only A (or a part
of A) is conscious.Even Widerseems to concede this in her analogyby
saying that the 'brain... generate[s]consciousness'(albeitwith the help
of the necessaryconditions she mentions, such as blood and air).Thus
we must be carefulnot to takeSartre'stheoryas rulingout a mind-brain
identity theory.
VII Conclusion
AlthoughSartremay not have always arguedwell forhis conclusionthat
consciousnessis self-consciousnessand although he did often struggle
with the details of his theory (such as with the unity problem),I hope I
have shown that he had much of value to say about the structureof
conscious mental states. For example, Sartre'stheory is importantly
related to the HOT theory of consciousness and he held a modified
version of the theory. I have thereforeshown how his views can be
informativelyplaced againstthe backgroundof a contemporaryanalytic
approach to consciousness. Sartre also addressed several key issues
frequently associated with the HOT theory, such as the threat of an
infinite regressand the debate over the existenceof nonconsciousmentality. Finally,as KathleenWiderhas helped us to understand,Sartre's
theory also offers insights into the importantrelationshipbetween having conscious mental states and the presenceof so-called T-thoughts.'71
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71 Thanks to Kathleen Wider and Yiwei Zheng for some helpful correspondence
during my work on this paper. Thanks also to a referee for several helpful comments.
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